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3D JELLY TECHNOLOGY LAUNCHED
BY CHOCOTECH & WINKLER
Traditional jellies are produced by depositing a jelly mass into
a starch bed or silicone mould. This traditional production
process does not allow 3-dimensional shapes and ever y
product has at least one flat side.
Chocotech and Winkler und Dünnebier Süßwarenmaschinen
along with their partners have jointly developed and
launched a new technology for producing complete
3-dimensional products without a flat side, depositing hole,
ridges or folding edges.
Such products and the corresponding production technology
constitute a new product categor y and is an innovation for
the confectioner y market.
This technology has fulfilled a goal to convert jelly products
in their known form of 2-D to a 3-D product.

AZO CONVEYING AND BATCHING
SYSTEM INSTALLATION AT BALAJI WAFERS, VALSAD
AZO GmbH along with its Indian partner
Vedic Pac-Systems have successfully installed
and commissioned AZO’s 6th state-of-the-art
fully automatic raw material conveying and
batching system at Balaji Wafers in Valsad,
Gujarat.
The system is capable of achieving precise
accuracy for batching.
Successful trials and tests were conducted by
Vedic Pac’s service team. After complete
commissioning of the system, the throughput
was more than committed and promised.
This installation was challenging as it was
done in the peak times of Corona, keeping all
the safety protocols in mind.

BOCHANG SOFTGEL ENCAPSULATION INSTALLATION AT
JYOTI CAPSULES, KANPUR.
Bochang, a leading name in the industr y for
manufacturing SoftGel Encapsulation and VegGel
Encapsulation machines, has successfully installed and
commissioned their Soft Gel Encapsulation machine BCM
GB6 at Jyoti Capsules in Kanpur. The entire installation
and commissioning was completed successfully through
Bochang’s long standing partner Vedic Pac-Systems
during the lockdown by maintaining strict safety
protocols.
The machine is capable of producing 60,000 capsules
(14 oblong) per hour for multivitamin paste.
The prompt installation and commissioning during
lockdown, entirely by our qualified & trained engineers,
has helped the customer meet the demands for their
products during the pandemic.

GEA AQUARIUS BUNCHWRAPPER THE ORIGINAL EVEN BETTER,
Simplicity format change, without compromise
The key to perfect your lollipop production process when frequently changing
to another format is to make sure it goes fast and smooth, with simplicity in
how to change over to another format for your operators.
Over 20 years GEA Aquarius BunchWrapper series fills the need for high speed
wrapping of lollipops. Never losing sight on customers demand for efficient
and reliable high-speed machiner y. With the latest optimization, it perfectly
fits to optimize customer’s wrapping output further when frequently changing
over.
You can choose between wrapping multiple diameter lollipops without
compromising on efficiency due to the simplicity of the change overs and
reach the ultimate output. A win – win situation as you have the optimal
highest output with each diameter, with ease of use via chosen recipe which
guarantees safe change over for the operator to another diameter lollipop.
“With future proof design, GEA Aquarius offers their Customer the ultimate
goal, generating extra sales turnover with Ease of USE, Ease to INSTALL, Ease
to INTEGRATE and Ease to MAINTAIN.”
For more information, write to us at aquarius@vedicsystems.com.
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